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Divergent selection through biotic factors like predation or parasitism can promote reproductive isolation even in the absence of geographical barriers. On the other hand, evidence for a role of adaptation to abiotic factors during ecological speciation in animals is scant. In particular, the role played by perpetual darkness in establishing reproductive isolation in cave animals (troglobites) remains elusive. We focused on two reproductively isolated ecotypes (surface- and cave-dwelling) of the widespread livebearer Poecilia mexicana, and raised offspring of wild-caught females to sexual maturity in a 12-month common-garden experiment. Fish were reared in light or darkness combined with high- or low-food conditions. Females, but not males, of the surface ecotype suffered from almost complete reproductive failure in darkness, especially in the low-food treatment. Furthermore, surface fish suffered from a significantly higher rate of spontaneous, stress-related infection with bacterial columnaris disease. This experimental evidence for strong selection by permanent darkness on non-adapted surface-dwelling animals adds depth to our understanding of the selective forces establishing and maintaining reproductive isolation in cave faunas.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A pivotal question in speciation research is how reproductive isolation between diverging populations is achieved and maintained, and theory distinguishes between pre-zygotic and post-zygotic isolation mechanisms [1]. During ecological speciation, reproductive isolation results from ecologically based divergent selection, and pre-zygotic isolation may arise as a byproduct of local adaptation if immigrants from ecologically divergent habitats are selected against [2]. This can be owing to natural selection, if immigrants show reduced viability [3,4], or sexual selection, if poorly adapted individuals have a disadvantage in mate competition [4,5].

While there is ample evidence that divergent selection through biotic factors like predation [3,6] and parasitism [7] can promote pre-zygotic isolation, the consequences of adaptation to abiotic habitat parameters have received surprisingly little attention in studies on animal speciation. Drastically different abiotic selection regimes occur, e.g. during the transition of diurnal, surface-dwelling organisms to permanently dark subterranean habitats. Cave organisms typically evolve enhanced non-visual sensory capacities to compensate for the lack of vision [8], which helps them find food in darkness [9].

However, the role of permanent darkness as a selective force establishing reproductive isolation is often overlooked, especially in systems where no geological barriers restrict migration between the surface and subterranean realm. In Tabasco, southern Mexico, Poecilia mexicana (Poeciliidae) are currently undergoing ecological speciation in a variety of adjacent benign and extreme (highly sulphidic and/or cave) habitats (see the electronic supplementary material). Despite the absence of physical barriers, gene flow between adjoining divergent habitats is low and there is no evidence for gene flow from neighbouring surface habitats into caves [4,10]. Predation [6], sexual selection and hydrogen sulphide-induced toxicity [4] act particularly strongly on males and are known to contribute to reproductive isolation in this system, but these forces do not fully explain the absence of immigration from surrounding surface habitats into either of the two caves (see the electronic supplementary material). Could darkness itself play a role as an isolating mechanism in adjoining surface/cave systems? Even though this question seems straightforward, virtually no study to date has tested it empirically.

We addressed this question by raising offspring of wild-caught individuals from the Cueva del Azufre [11], and two neighbouring surface populations to sexual maturity in a 12-month common-garden setting. Half of the fish were exposed to light, the other half to permanent darkness, and within each group, fish were reared either on a high food diet, or on a restrictive food regime. Based on the gene flow patterns discovered in nature [4,10], we expected to find decreased fitness of surface fish in darkness but not vice versa.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

(a) Reproduction in darkness

Pregnant surface females were collected in January 2009 from Arroyo Bonita (AB) and Rio Amatan (RA) [10]; cave mollies stemmed from chamber V of the Cueva del Azufre (PSV) [11]. At the University of Oklahoma, offspring of these field-collected fish were raised to reproductive maturity under established common-garden protocols (see the electronic supplementary material) in one of four treatments: treatments 1 and 2 involved a 12 L:12 D cycle coupled with low (treatment 1) or high food availability (treatment 2). In treatments 3 and 4, fish were raised in perpetual darkness, once again under low (treatment 3) or high food (treatment 4). Complete metamorphosis in males and successful parturition in females were scored as ‘successful reproduction’ (see the electronic supplementary material).

We used a stepwise backwards binary logistic regression based on likelihood ratios to analyse the frequency of individuals that
successfully reproduced within the first year of life implemented in PASW STATISTICS 18.0.3 (IBM Corporation). In this model ecotype (cave versus surface), light treatment (light: dark versus darkness), food treatment (high versus low food) and their interactions were included as independent variables.

Some fish \( n = 10 \) died within the first couple of weeks of having been introduced into their respective treatment. At the point of death, they were too young to reliably determine their sex. For visual representation, we scored half of these fish as males and half as females (grey in figure 1), but removed them from the dataset for the logistic regression.

(b) Columnaris disease
One outcome that we did not predict \( a priori \) was the high incidence of spontaneous infection with fatal columnaris disease. Eleven of our test fish contracted columnaris disease, and the majority of these (81.1%) died within a few days after its discovery. This disease is caused by the ubiquitous Gram-negative bacterium Flavobacterium columnare, and is usually associated with stress, caused by poor environmental conditions [12]. Since we detected this disease among juveniles, males and females, we decided \( a posteriori \) to analyse the occurrence of columnaris disease in our experiment using the full dataset \( n = 145 \) by conducting a similar logistic regression model as described above; this time, the dependent variable was ‘infection with columnaris (yes/no)’.

4. DISCUSSION
Females usually invest more in gametes than males, and female investment is even higher in viviparous animals owing to gestation [13,14], so males should require less energy for somatic maintenance and reproduction than females. Poecilia mexicana females in the wild spend considerably more time feeding than males [15], and males are usually lighter than same-sized females [16,17]. Hence, one would expect the impact of darkness to be aggravated in females, and indeed, a sex-specific effect was found in our present study: darkness hampered the maturation of surface females but not males. While it is possible that some surface molly females would have become reproductively active after the termination of the experiment, permanent darkness, nonetheless, has the characteristics of a chronic stressor that apparently forces organisms to divert resources from somatic maintenance, growth and reproduction to (re-)establish homeostasis [18]. If darkness is coupled with low levels of resource availability—as is likely the case for most caves [8]—these effects will be aggravated, as evidenced by the fact that even some cave mollies failed to reproduce in permanent darkness in the low-food treatment. Also, several surface fish that were raised under low-food conditions or in darkness contracted columnaris disease, a typical stress response in fish [18].

Previous research has shown that low rates of gene flow exist in the Cueva del Azufre system but are unidirectional from the inside of the caves towards the outside [4,10] (see also the electronic supplementary material).
material). Our experimental data are congruent with this pattern, as darkness selected against female immigrants from the surface, while we found no evidence for selection through light acting against migrants from cave to surface habitats.

Translocation experiments in the field have demonstrated a major role of the second powerful selection factor in this system (toxic H₂S) affecting the short-term survival of immigrant fish, while mechanisms shaping genetic differentiation along the light/dark ecological gradient remained elusive [4]. In particular, what selective forces besides predation [6] could explain the lack of gene flow between sulphidic surface habitats and the sulphidic cave (Cueva del Azufre), or the non-sulphidic surface habitats and the non-sulphidic cave (Cueva Luna Azufre)? Our present study provides evidence that darkness also acts as a strong selective force effectively preventing gene flow between diverging populations—albeit over a longer time frame—and thus, has the potential to establish reproductive isolation between diverging populations.

As of yet, we do not have any direct data on the underlying mechanisms behind our results. Surface mollies in darkness appeared to be able to consume their daily rations (based on left-over food particles and growth rates; R. Riesch 2010, unpublished data). Nonetheless, it seems possible that cave mollies, with their improved sensory capacities (i.e. improved mechanosensory lateral line system) [19], spent less time swimming in search of food [9], leading to reduced daily energy expenditure.

The cave molly is an example of a visually oriented species that has successfully colonized a cave and achieved reproductive isolation despite the close connection to surface ecosystems harbouring surface-dwelling conspecifics. Obligate cave fauna usually represents a non-random sub-sample of the species communities occurring in the surrounding surface habitats, with species that rely predominantly on visual orientation being under-represented [8]. Based on surveys of existing cave fauna, this has traditionally been ascribed not only to the inability of visually oriented species to find and explore food sources in permanent darkness, but also to the inability to successfully complete their life cycle and reproduce in the absence of light [8]. To our knowledge, our data provide the first experimental evidence for the strong negative selection by permanent darkness on visually oriented surface fish and therefore might help explain why most cave-adapted species have non-visually oriented ancestors.

The experiments comply with the current laws on animal experimentation of the United States of America (AUS-IAUC approved protocol: R06-026).
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**Figure 2.** Percentage of surface- and cave-dwelling *P. mexicana* (*n* = 145) that remained healthy (white) or contracted columnaris disease (black).


